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his is the third issue of the Internet Technology Series
of IEEE Communications Magazine after we assumed
responsibility as editors of this series. There has been a
steady and increasing number of submissions to this series,
indicating a strong interest in its topics among our readers.
Eight possible articles were submitted. After a rigorous
review process, we accepted only two papers for publication in this issue.
Current IP routing protocols based on routing on the
shortest path can result in unbalanced distribution of packets under certain circumstances. This can result in large
packet delays and losses. Recent efforts to solve these
problems are based on enhancements to distribute link
state information that are more pertinent to traffic engineering in routed networks. The first article, by Lai-Yat
Kelvin Wong, Tariq AI-Khasib, and Hussein Alnuweiri,
reports results on the performance of buch a recently proposed enhancement.
Anycasting is a new networking paradigm where an
identical address can be assigned to multiple nodes providing a specific service. In addition to unicast and multicast,
IPv6 supports anycast addressing. The second article, by
Satoshi Doi, Shingo Ata, Hiroshi Kitamuraz and Mdsayuki
Murata, reviews IF’v6-based anycast communication. Several problems and their possible solutions are described. The
authors then present an Anycast Address Resolving Protocol to establish TCP connections with a specific anycast
address, followed by their proposed routing protocol for
intersegment anycasts.
This series is published in May and October every year.
The quality of the series depends on the quality of articles
and the stringent refereeing carried out by a large number
of volunteers. We would like to thank the authors and
reviewers for their time and dedication to this series. We
also invite potential authors to continue submitting highquality papers.
We would like to acknowledge the help of the Editor in
Chief, Roch H. Glitho, and the IEEE editorial staff, especially Joe Milizzo and Sue Lange, for helping with the pro-
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duction of this series. We welcome any comments you may
have to further improve the quality of this series.
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